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 And maybe they experienced like David L.All fathers have got heard it all before-having a baby
really changes your life. Dr Hill is definitely a dad himself and a pediatrician used. Hill, MD, FAAP,
writer of Dad to Dad: Parenting Like a Pro. Inside this practical yet humorous book, dads and
dads-to-be will see helpful details on topics such as-Infant and kid development-Baby essentials-
crying, sleeping, pooping, and eating-Everyday ailments and what to consider - fevers, ear
infections, colds, tummy bugs, and sore throats-A guideline to vaccines, when to have them, and
just what they're for-Sound suggestions to handle toddlerhood and beyondAfter reading Dad to
Dad, fathers will feel convenient about fatherhood and have answers to day-to-time parenting
problems at their fingertips.
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Great practical advice In order to optimize your time, this book is perfect, it goes straight to the
point with thorough explanations and preactical tips. Ideal for first-time dad I agree with most of
the other remarks; if you are a first-time dad like I am, this publication is a great resource. I read it
prior to the baby arrived and it helped me to experience confident about my parenting once he
was in fact here. I go through this after having two kids and a third on the way and finished up
skipping half of it because if you have raised a kid past the age of 3 you already know most of
this stuff. My husband loved it and found useful strategies for our son. Great book for just about
any new dad Great book for just about any new dad. But the problem is that I already read about
parenting so much on the web (just baby middle and mayo clinic type stuff) that I came across
hardly any new things. Five Stars great gift for new dads The business of the book is just about
topics. good read, lacks in a few detail We thought it was a fascinating read, lacks in a few
details of being a dad but gets to all the right factors without boring the reader good for first-time
dad not really much if you have done it a period or two Very basic what to expect for a dad with
no previous experience. But also remember that that stuff is a Google search aside. It generally
does not go extremely deep because it covers a wide age range therefore I'd still recommend
other books for a deep-dive on the 1st year.In case you are absolutely new to parenting and if
this is the first-time you are reading about parenting, pick up this book. Think about it as
compilation of good stuff from all over the internet. However the book should be organized
based on the months rather than topics It is actually a pretty good book It is actually a fairly
good book. Fun and useful Well crafted and funny. The writer clearly understands his stuff and
I'm probably even more inclined to start with the answers in this reserve than trust the billion hits
on search engines. I've trained with to a friend's hubby as a gift as well. Great book. The
organization of the book is around topics. It's well-organized and I see it getting pulled off the
shelf and utilized as a reference a whole lot. Had a few guidelines and is fine for a first timer
wondering what's about to happen.
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